Abstract-In traditional mechanism reliability analysis, dimension and clearance variables are typically assumed to be random variables with a given distribution. This treatment may lead to large errors when statistic information of uncertainties are not precisely known. This work intends to remedy this problem. A non-probabilistic reliability model, which based on the interval set, is introduced to measure the reliability of mechanism. The n-dimensional case of the reliability measure is defined as the ratio of the hypervolume of the safe region to the whole hypervolume of variation of uncertain variables. Only the tolerance bounds of dimension variables and radius of joint clearances are required in this approach. The proposed method is applied to reliability analysis of a four-bar mechanism. In the absence of enough information on uncertainty, the presented non-probabilistic theory may give a feasible assessment of the mechanism reliability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Uncertain factors in mechanism systems, such as manufacturing errors, joint clearances, deformations of structural components affect the positional and directional control of the motion significantly [1] [2] [3] . To maintain the motion accuracy, the mechanism reliability has become a very important concept in practical engineering [4] . The mechanism reliability is defined as the probability of the output member's position and/or falling within a specified range from the desired position and/or orientation [5] . Most of the existing mechanism reliability analysis methodologies are based on probabilistic model, which regard all the uncertain parameters as random variables with a typical distribution [6] [7] [8] . However, it is difficult to obtain probability densities and distribution of all uncertain factors, and we can only provide the approximate results, which would produce large errors in probabilistic mechanism reliability analysis. In the real engineering applications, the uncertain dimension variables are bounded within their tolerance range, and the clearance variables are bounded within their clearance circles. Without knowing the enough statistic information of these uncertain parameters, a better way is to consider the uncertainties as intervals [9, 10] .
Non-probabilistic reliability models are announced that would give a more feasible assessment of the structural safety than probabilistic reliability models in the absence of enough information on uncertainty [11] . For structural system reliability design, several non-probabilistic reliability models are proposed based on both convex set model and interval arithmetic during last twenty years, and how to measure the 'non-probabilistic reliability' become a focus of research [12] [13] [14] . To the authors' knowledge, the non-probabilistic mechanism reliability model has not yet been studied.
In this work, the uncertain dimension and clearance variables are described by intervals. An interval reliability model, which is based on the ratio of the volume of the safe region to the total volume of the region for structural reliability analysis, is introduced to evaluate the reliability of a mechanism system. Finally, by comparing advanced model with the traditional probabilistic reliability analysis model, illuminating interval reliability analysis model is effective.
II. UNCERTAIN DIMENSION AND CLEARANCE VARIABLES
In this section, we discuss the basic uncertain variables in mechanism design. At first, let the major mechanism dimension variables, such as the link lengths of a four bar linkage, be
. Because of the manufacturing errors, the dimension variables are uncertain. Suppose all the uncertain parameters are interval variables, they can be rewritten as
denote the lower and upper bound of uncertain dimension variables, respectively.
Using the interval mathematics, the inequality can be denoted as , 1 ,2, ,
The uncertain dimension variables are often normalized as In mechanis ould be consi 
